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February 19 marks another milestone of a promising journey of 

learning ICT for primary students of Royal College with the re-

opening of the Primary ICT lab.  

 

 

President’s Secretary opens refurbished  

Primary ICT lab 

135th Royal Thomian 

is on 13, 14, 15 

March at S.S.C.  

    For more RCU news 

updates and events, visit 

http://www.rcu.lk/  

 

EDEX Expo 2014 

 

Stepping on to its 2nd decade of pioneering leadership, 

the three day EDEX Expo 2014 concluded on January 19 

at BMICH with 40,000 participants visiting over 360 stalls.  

 

.  

 A Healthy Royal Smile  

 

Dental surgeons of Royal College Doctors’ Association 

(RCDA) initiated an oral health programme themed 

‘Healthy Royal Smile’ on January 30.  

 

http://www.rcu.lk/
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President’s Secretary opens refurbished Primary ICT lab 

 

Group of ’93 leads renovation; RCOBAA joins hand 

February 19 marks another milestone of a promising journey of learning ICT for primary students of Royal 

College with the re-opening of the Primary ICT lab. Old Royalist and President’s Secretary Lalith Weeratunga 

declared open the renovated ICT lab amid presence many old Royalists, teachers and students from the 

primary school.   

The Primary ICT lab, an initiative by Principal Upali Gunasekara in his vision of making Royal College a pioneer 

in ICT education, had been in need of repairing and new machines.  

Royal College Group of ’93 came forward at this request and together with the aid of Royal College Old Boy’s 

Association in Australia) (RCOBAA ) funded this project worth Rs 2 million. RCG ’93 funded Rs. 1.3 million while 

RCOBAA contributed 5000 $ (approx Rs 654,250) towards the computers. ICT Advisory and Management 

Committee of the RCU facilitated the renovation.  

The lab is now equipped with 22 branded computers, air conditioning and Wi-Fi facility; it can also be used as 

a teacher training facility as well.  

Commenting on this endeavor, Mr Weeratunga an eminent Old Royalist, expressed his pleasure in seeing ICT 

projects of this nature, being carried out to benefit the present and future student population at college.  

RCU Secretary Chandana L. Aluthgama said that this project is an example of the commitment of the Royal 

Alumni towards Royal College, but also a foundation for the present and future Royalists to learn their basics 

to ace the dynamics of the world. “We are not only able to give back to our alma mater but also give our 

children an opportunity to learn ICT”, said Jayampath Attanayake, RCG ’93 President. On an invitation from Mr 

Gunasekara, Mr Weeratunga also addressed Royal teachers at the College Hall. “In my time, society wasn’t 

this complex. If you learn well, you’ll do well in life. Today we go by the term ‘by hook or by crook’ to get to 

the top.”  

That is why a teacher’s task is now more difficult and demanding. In an education trend where emphasize is 

given more towards academics rather than attitudes and skill, it is the task of a teacher to instill and initiate 

proper mindsets in children. “Bring about men of quality” he said.  
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EDEX Expo 2014; 11 years and counting 
 

 

For decades, Sri Lankan youth had felt the absence of information that 
gives them a proper direction towards selecting a suitable career path 
Especially those who had just sat for their Advanced Level examinations 
were puzzled as to what career path they should follow in order for 
them to one day succeed in ‘becoming the person they always wanted 
to be’.  Regardless of the aspirations and dreams they had, or the skills 
they possessed, many did not have the sufficient data to think beyond  
professional roles of doctor, engineer and lawyer.  
 
In order to bridge this knowledge gap, the past Royalists put together their time and efforts to organize the 
first ever EDEX Expo back in year 2004. Higher education institutes gathered under one roof so that career 
guidance and higher education were made available for students who wished to speak to the professionals.  
Since then, EDEX has come a long way, adding value each year with elements such as EDEX Sithuwam, Live 
Your Dream, EDEX think Green, EDEX Careers, EDEX Magazine, EDEX Mid Year Expo and from this year, Job 
Fair.  
 
Stepping on to its 2nd decade of pioneering leadership, the three day EDEX Expo 2014 concluded on January 
19 at BMICH with 40,000 participants visiting over 360 stalls. More than 250 local and foreign universities who 
were present directly or through their local agents, enabled youth and their parents to make informed 
decisions.  
 
The Job Fair endorsed by the International Labour Organization and Employer’s Federation of Ceylon 
supported by Ceylon Chamber of Commerce, showcased leading corporate entities who offered  employment 
opportunities for people of all qualifications. It offered a range of job opportunities for those who finished 
their G.C.E (O/L), those who received their G.C.E (A/L), undergraduates and graduates.  
 
“With the launch of EDEX Job Fair concurrent with EDEX Expo 2014 we complete connecting dots from 
education to training and employment, comprehensively making it the only exhibition of its kind in Sri Lanka 
offering unmatched value both to exhibitors and visitors alike,” Kamal Abeysinghe, Chairman of EDEX said.  
  
Participants received an opportunity to identify a range of careers available, to know when and how to 
become industry ready, by meeting, discussing and interacting with potential employers. As well as preparing 
CVs, how to face an interview and other topics of interest which would no doubt boost the chances of 
obtaining one’s dream job. Psychometric tests were evaluated by experts from the career guidance unit of the 
Colombo University. Strengths and weaknesses of individuals 
were assessed and given guidance so that they have a foundation 
towards making better career choices.  
 
The second leg of EDEX Expo was held on 25 and 26 January at 
the Kandy City Centre with over 50 exhibitors and more than 70 
stalls and an equally enthusiastic audience from the hill capital. 
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Royal Challenge 2014  

 

Taking on leadership training for the third consecutive year, the 

‘Royal Challenge 2014’ commenced on January 20 with the 

participation of over 85 post O/L students. The initiative was 

organized by the Board of Management of Career Guidance, 

Counseling and Skills Development Centre Committee of the RCU.  

This ten day course focused on creating a balance in academic and 

other important aspects participants’ school career and life in general. Among the participants of the Royal 

Challenge were the students of Royal College, Thurstan College, Sirimavo Bandaranaike Vidyalaya and St’ 

Paul’s Girls’ School, Milagiriya. Principal Upali Gunasekara, RCU Secretary Chandana L. Aluthgama, ORGACO 

Deputy Chairman Abhaya Amaradasa were present at the inauguration.  

The principal emphasized the value of participation in this program.  

Meanwhile, speaking at the event Mr. Amaradasa said “After many years, now that we look back, we don’t 

remember the biology and mathematics that we learned. But we do remember what we learn as teamwork, in 

leading and fitting ourselves into society” “Students sometimes tend to focus more on academics and less on 

human skills. Thus, creating the need for a ‘balance of work and play’ along with additional skills,” he said. 

In his welcome speech Gihan de Silva, course director of the Royal Challenge said “The idea is to set the tone 

to make the country a better place. Hence our motto ‘Be the backbone of the country’. Throughout the 

course, you will get the chance to learn from great Sri Lankan trainers such as Rukmal de Silva, Dr. Ajantha 

Dharmasiri, Priyanga Dasanayake, Hasantha De Silva, Lasantha Abeywickrama, Rohan Wirasekera, Vidusha 

Nathavitharana, Fahad Farouk and Dila Hettiarachchi. Take this opportunity to learn. Groom yourself. Make 

use of it to do something for your school, for your country. Make Sri Lanka a better place by 2020”.  

RGC 2011 supported this project by providing coordination. 

Shehan Gomez of RCG 2001 delivered the vote of thanks.  
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.  

A Healthy Royal Smile  

 

Dental surgeons of Royal College Doctors’ Association (RCDA) initiated an oral health programme themed 
‘Healthy Royal Smile’ on January 30.  

 

Primary students of Grade 2 received a full dental check up as a preventive measure of decaying. After the 
initial process of screening, selected students are referred to dental surgeons for follow ups. A first of its kind, 
the dental health care campaign has been recognized by the Ministry of Health and was fully endorsed by the 
RCDA.  

 

Principal Upali Gunasekara, Deputy Director General (Dental Services) Ministry of Health Dr. J.M.W. 
Jayasundra Bandara, RCU Secretary Chandana L. Aluthgama, Manju Ariyarathne, Kamal abeysinghe, Bhanu 
Vidyarathne and Upul Jinadasa were present during this event. RCDA President Dr. Ajith Tennakoon, RCDA 
Secretary Dr. Pramil Liyanage and a number of medical and dental officers were also present.  
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Suvinisara, the resonance of classics 

 
RCG ’91 organizes a classical music show at Navaranghala 
 
Enriched was an audience of 800 people on Saturday January 18 when three musical masterminds of the 
Sinhala Classical Music Industry, namely Dr. Victor Ratnayake, Visharada Sunil Edirisinghe and Visharada Neela 
Wickramasinghe came together on one stage. Chief guests at the event were Prof. Sunil Ariyaratne and 
Visharada Nanda Malini. Jayantha Rathnayake played the role of Music Director while the event was 
compeered by past Royalist Saman Athaudahetti.  
 
RCG ’91 organized the event to raise funds for their projects for college, specifically the construction of the 
weight lifting gymnasium for the benefit of the present student population. 
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LP-RCOBANA event creates hope for young Royalists to emulate their seniors 

 

 
Loyalty Pledge and RCOBANA joined hands and hearts on 20 December to ensure that the lives of young 
Royalists are enriched for their future. 
 
The members of RCOBANA donated $ 4,600/- and $ 10,000/- in 2008 and 2011 respectively and extended 
their generosity of spirit by pledging a further US$ 10,000/- to the ‘Help A Needy Student Programme’ (HNS) 
for the year 2014.    
 
One golden value that has created a cord of connectivity across thousands of miles, sans professions, 
languages, race or religion is the brand of being “Royalists”, which permeate to all those across the globe and 
connect them at their beloved alma mater. This undying love for Royal College is catalyst in Royalists young 
and old rallying round the College flag on momentous occasions such as these. 
 
As the sunset cast a warm glow in tropical Sri Lanka, the representatives from RCOBANA and the officials of 
the Royal College Union and Loyalty Pledge congregated to sing the college song, “School of our Fathers”.  
Speaking on the occasion, Loyalty Pledge Secretary Kamal Abeysinghe said that the rationale to create the 
Loyalty Pledge was to ensure that scholars who set foot to Royal College were looked after in a cocoon of love 
and provision, for them to continue to excel in their new school.  
 
“I observed a scholar who had come to Royal College, accompanied by his parents, the principal of his former 
school, the village headman and the chief priest of his village. I thought that if this student did not live up to 
the immense expectations of this entourage what would the dire consequences be,” Abeysinghe said.  
 
The Loyalty Pledge had set up the HNS Programme with just 10 scholarships in 2004. Today, 165 scholarships 
have been awarded to 114 students and 21 undergraduates, he said. 
 
Representatives from RCOBANA Mr. Athula Meepe, Prof. Rupa Purasinghe and. Sashika Makandura 
reminisced their roots at Royal College and how their lives were transformed from being school boys to 
citizens of the modern world, and successful professionals at that. 
 
Seven scholarship nominees were present at the event. Two of them, Ashan Sashmika Mullavidanage and 
Themira Chathumina, won the hearts of everyone present as they wore their hearts on their sleeve. Ashan 
wants to be a doctor someday; and Themira an Aircraft engineer. 
 
“The Loyalty Pledge has helped me very much”, 
said Mullavidanage while Chathumina echoed 
these sentiments, emphasizing on the great 
sacrifices made by their parents to make sure that 
they remain students at Royal.  
 
The parents of the seven students, senior masters 
representing Royal Principal Committee members 
of the Loyalty Pledge and staff of Loyalty Pledge 
and the EDEX Secretariat were present. 
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Past Royalists in North America guide young Royalists to ‘Win the World with 

English’ 

 

The concluding ceremony of ‘Win the World with English’, an English 

language improving programme funded solely by the Royal College 

Old Boy’s Association of North America (RCOBANA) was held in 

December at the Skills Center.  

Attorney General Palitha Fernando was the Chief Guest whilst 

Principal Upali Gunasekara, Senior Deputy Principal Sarath 

Keerthisena, Deputy Principal Junior School C.L. Attygalle, Assistant 

Principals Sudath Liyanagunawardana and M.T.A. Rauf,  RCU 

Secretary Chandana Aluthgama, RCU Skills Center Chairman Upul Jinadasa, Cosmopolitan Learning Academy  

CEO/ Directress Santhani Weerawarna and coordinator for RCOBANA Prof. Rupa Purasinghe were among the 

guests in attendance.  

The highlight of the event was in itself, where three students who showed great improvement within the 

program, compeered the entire event much to everyone’s delight.  

Mr. Fernando worded his pleasure of seeing the young Royalists thrive with their own dedication in learning a 

secondary language and to persist learning not just Sinhala and English, but Tamil as well.  

Mr. Purasinghe said Past Royalists are willingly continue to endorsing this programme for the present 

generation who should make the best of this valuable opportunity.  

RCOBANA funded the entire spoken English programme and made a contribution of US$4,000 for the 

continuation of it next year. During the months that ensued since the inaugural program in June last year, 40 

scholarship students needing extra attention in English were chosen out of a total of 154 students who joined 

the ranks of Royal to continue their secondary education. This focused on a skills based approach to studying 

English that let each student pay more attention to communicate an idea across with confidence using a 

language that is only secondary to them. Sixty hours of teacher-student contact hours that made them 

progressively confident about themselves so that towards the end of the course, they were in control of their 

maneuvering of the language.  

The entire programme, the course modules and the guidance 

was steered by the Cosmopolitan Learning Academy CEO/ 

Director Santhani Weerawarna who personally made sure 

that the course sailed on smoothly. 
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RC Stewards gain much from the efforts of the Past Royalists 

 

 

 
RCG 2008 and Sasnaka Sansada Foundation organized a two-day leadership 
programme aimed at team building for stewards in December. 
 
Principal Upali Gunasekara said that it was good to see that the group of 
2008 conducting a Leadership Programme for the stewards as they have 
previously not had the opportunity to go through such a programme.  
 
“I hope the group will continue this in the years to come,” the principal said.  
RCU Secretary Chandana L. Aluthgama and President,Sasnaka Sansada Foundation Hasitha Wijesundara also 
spoke.  
 
The programme topics included ‘New Generation Leadership Qualities’ by Shashi Prabha - HR Manager 
Commercial Credit PLC, ‘Effective Communication’ by three members of Sasnaka Sansada Foundation, 
‘Motivation and Positive Thinking’ lecture ‘Yes, YOU CAN DO IT!’ by Major Ruwan Ranathunga (Rtd), ‘Waste 
Separation and Management’ by Aruna De Silva and ‘Royal Image’ lecture by Sethpriya Dassanayake, 
President, Royal College Group 2008. 
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Old Hostellers’ Night 

 

Royal College Old Hostellers' Association held its annual ROCOHA NIGHT in November at 
Women’s International Club, Colombo 7.  
 
The highlight of the event was the felicitation extended to Royal College Principal Upali 
Gunasekara on completing 10 years at Royal. He was presented with a memento for his 
achievements at Royal Warden Aruna de Silva, RCU Secretary Chandana Aluthgama and 
immediate past secretary Manju Ariyaratne graced the occasion along with a large gathering 
of ROCOHA members. 

The welcome speech was made by Nalin Pathikirikorala, Chairman, Hostel Advisory and 
Management Committee. 
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Rajakeeya Adyapana Yathra 

 
The Old Royalists’ Association Piliyandala (ORAP) organized a science seminar for GCE Ordinary Level students 
from 13 schools in Piliyandala Education Zone in November at Municipal Auditorium, Piliyandala. 
  
More than 400 students attended this seminar. It was guided by two past Royalists who now teach science in 
S. Thomas' College, Mount Lavinia and D.S. Senanayaka College.  
Apart from valuable O/L course-based knowledge, the students also received course material, tutorials and 
refreshments free of charge.  
RCU Secretary Chandana L. Aluthgama and ORGACO Deputy Chairman Abhaya Amaradasa were also present 
at the seminar. 
  

ORAP was inaugurated in 2009 and has 125 members from Piliyandala and Kesbawa areas. In 2011, ORAP was 
instrumental in re-commencing the school bus for the benefit of Royalists in the area after a lapse of six years.
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Royal wins Roy - Tho Soccer Encounter 

 

 
Royal U-19 team emerged winners at the 20th Royal - Thomian Soccer Encounter held  in November. For the 
second consecutive year. Hosted by the Thomians this year, the encounter was held at S. Thomas' College 
Grounds in Mount Lavinia. 
 
 
 Matches held include U-13, U-15, U-17 and U-19. The Royal Under-13 Team won over S. Thomas' 1 – 0 but the 
Under-15 and Under-17 Teams lost due to penalty shots in both matches. 
 
“Our boys have done a good job. The seniors as well as the juniors showed superb skills in their performance” 
Football Advisory & Management Committee Chairman Pradeep Vittanachchi said. 
 
 The U-13 Royal Soccer Team previously marked this season with their first victory and emerged champions at 
the All Island Football Championship held in November at the St. Joseph’s College Grounds. 
 

 Royal has won the Royal-Thomian Trophy 18 times with the latest victory. 
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More than 600 students benefit from ICT Day 
 

 
The 5th ICT Day themed 'IT in Real Life' was held in November at Navarangahala. Since July 2012, the ICT 
Advisory and Management Committee has organized ICT Days to provide students with perspectives into 
many ways that ICT helps further human capabilities. 
 
 

 More than 600 students from grades 6, 7, 8 and 9 made use of this program which was guided by four 
resource personnel namely Ramanan David, General Manager, Group Business Development at Dialog Axiata 
PLC, Thushera Kawdawatta,  Senior Director Technology at Virtusa, Rohan Jayaweera,  Country Manager of 
Google and Wellington Perera, Technology Evangelist and MVP at Microsoft Sri Lanka. 
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RCG ’98 funds a maintenance crew work 

 
Members of RCG ’98 funded accommodation facilities worth Rs 200,000/- for labourers and maintenance 
workers of Royal College. 
 
With the constructions of the Royal MAS Arena commenced in July last year, the work space that provided 
accommodation to the labourers and maintenance workers of Royal College had to be relocated adjacent to 
the Junior Grounds.  
 
The new work space area includes space for lodging and storage of the workers and for storage of equipment.  
 
The new site was handed over to Principal Upali Gunasekara in the presence of RCU Secretary Chandana L. 
Aluthgama and members of RCG ’98. 
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Royal College – Contact Details 
 
Principal’s Office - 2691029 
 
Email: principal@infoRoyal.lk 
 
Vice Principal’s Office – 2673133 
 
Main Office (Upper School) – 2695256 
 
Middle School – 2673132 
 
Primary School – 2695830 
 
Senior Hostel – 2695242 
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Chairman – Dumindra Ratnayake – dumindra@int.etisalat.lk 

 

Treasurer – Ruwan Bakmedeinya - ruwanb@ualink.lk 
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Editors -  
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Varuna de Silva - Editor – web site http://www.rcu.lk/  

 
Committee -  
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